Seating
Seating for agile working
collaborate •interact •greet •meet •eat •relax

Chairs
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Elsie

Arthur

Elsie is a stacking chair, with an upholstered shell seat and back
and a chromed or powder coated frame.

Dimensions
Stacking chair:
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Arthur is a neat and comfortable square tub chair, on a sled base
with buttoned back and rounded arms.

Dimensions
42mm (w) x mm(d) x 850mm (h)

Armchair:

570mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 700mm (h)

Arthur 2

A reworking of Arthur. Similar in design, but with 100mm higher
back and on short column, polished aluminium feet to match the
back button.

Dimensions
Armchair:

Larry

Our Larry chairs have a simple, angled upholstered shell, sitting on
a sled base. These work really well with our Una chair.

Dimensions
570mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 800mm (h)

Chair:

570mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 700mm (h)
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Larry 2

Una

Larry 2 is a reworking of Larry, but without arms.

Dimensions
Chair no arms:
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Anupholstered shell chair, with webbedbase and seat cushion
on a swivel base. Worksreally well with Larry or Nancy as
complimentary seating.

Dimensions
450mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 700mm (h)

Chair:

780mm (w) x 610mm (d) x 650mm (h)

Sienna

Thomas

Sienna is a square tub chair on polished aluminium legs. It is also
available with no arms.

Dimensions

Atraditional, rounded, compact tub chair with webbedseat on a
powder coated steel tube base.

Dimensions

Chair:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

Chair no arms:

600mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

Chair:

600mm (w) x 650mm (d) x 800mm (h)
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Eric

Frank Slim

Eric is a square, individual, stylish chair on polished chrome feet.

Dimensions
Chair:
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Asquare tub chair with angled arms, on column or stiletto
polished metalfeet

Dimensions
600mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 700mm (h)

Chair:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 800mm (h)

Bruce

Penelope

Bruce is available as a chair, a twoseat sofa and a three seat sofa. All
seats are webbedfor comfort and longevity and the base sits on
short, polished alumium stiletto legs.

Dimensions

Dimensions
Chair:

Penelope is a high back chair designed to cut-out ambient noise
which creates a quiet space for focus and concentration. Onbutton
glides as standard but also available on a swivel disc base.

600mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 700mm (h)

Chair:

600mm (w) x 650mm (d) x 1200mm (h)
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Sofas
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Bruce

Darcy

Bruce is available as a chair, a twoseat sofa and a three seat sofa. All
seats are webbedfor comfort and longevity and the base sits on
short, polished alumium stiletto legs.

Dimensions

Darcy is a newsofa - comfortable and stylish, with a high-back
option, too.

Dimensions

Armchair:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 800mm (h)

2 seat sofa:

2000mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 800mm (h)

2 seat sofa:

1500mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 800mm (h)

2 seat high back:

2000mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 1350mm (h)

3 seat sofa:

2100mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 800mm (h)
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Dennis

Frank

Dennis is a smart, clean-cut sofa offered in just one size. The base is
webbedand it sits on columnlegs.

Dimensions

Dimensions
2 seat sofa:
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Frank is a complete sofa system in that it is offered as different
width sofas or as units with left or right arms, in three different
heights - making the possible configurations endless...

2200mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 800mm (h)

Small sofa:

1600mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 800mm (h)

Medium sofa:

1800mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 800mm (h)

Large sofa:

2000mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 800mm (h)

Percy

Sienna

Percy is a simple, very reasonably priced sofa, that looks good in a
breakout area or a commonroom.It measures 1800mm wide as
standard, but wecan makeit in different sizes to suit yourspace.

Dimensions

Dimensions
2 seat sofa:

Sienna is a newrange of chairs and sofas. Available with and
without arms, they can be discreetly bolted together to form long
runs or corner units.

1800mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 760mm (h)

2 seat sofa:

1800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

Without arms:

1600mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

3 seat sofa

2600mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

Without arms:

2400mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

Corner section:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)
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Verity

Stuart

Seen here as a 2000mm wide sofa, wecan makeVerity any width to
suit your space.

Dimensions

Dimensions
3 seat sofa:
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In a simlar vein to Verity, wecan makeStuart as a sofa or a corner unit
of any modular length or size, whilst retaining the same height and
depth.

2000mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 700mm (h)

Standard unit:

Any width x 750mm (d) x 760mm (h)

L-shape unit:

4800mm x 750mm (d) x 780mm(h)

Zoë

Sofia

This stylish curvy numberis a perfect complement to our Una chair.
Ideal for a variety of areas and spaces.

Dimensions

Dimensions
2 seat sofa:

This smart, crisp line design makes Sofia ideal to use in any number
of spaces. It also has an option of 3 different fabric combinations.

2120mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 830mm (h)

Armchair:

760mm (w) x 760mm (d) x 730mm (h)

2 seat sofa:

1560mm (w) x 760mm (d) x 730mm (h)

3 seat sofa:

1960mm (w) x 760mm (d) x 730mm (h)
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High Back Sofas

Sid snakes his way through a vast open plan space
to create individual meeting areas
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Unity

Unity is a newhigh back sofa that is designed to form a booth if required. This
design is probably our most ground breaking, in that it is curved around and
underneath giving it a sumptuous feel, with wonderful attention to detail and
extra comfort with it’s webbedbase and soft seat cushions.

Dimensions
2 seat sofa:

2000mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 1400mm (h)

Link panel:

1000mm (w)
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Hugo

Hugo has been one of our best sellers because of its original design, comfort and extremely reasonable price tag.
Bases are finished in silver powder coating, but can be matched to any colour scheme. Hugo is available as a
straight sofa with an end panel and cantilevered table to turn it into a handy quiet meeting place/booth.
It can also be made as a curved quad unit of two different heights.
High-back
quads
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2 seat sofa:

1520mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 1350mm (h)

3 seat sofa:

1800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 1350mm (h)

Quad:

3000mm outer diameter

Link panel:

1000mm (w)

Low-back quads, 900mm high,
based on a 3000mm diameter

Curved quad, table and
screen used as meeting/
presentation space

Booth with link panel
and cantilevered
table
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James

James is a newalternative high back sofa, with raked sloping back and sides. It boasts a
webbedbase and seat cushions and sits on a set of button glides to increase acoustic
qualities. Alink panel can be inserted to create a booth and a cantilevered table can
be added for meeting and work surface space.

Dimensions
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Chair:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 1350mm (h)

2 seat sofa:

1800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 1350mm (h)

3 seat sofa:

2400mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 1350mm (h)

Link panel:

1000mm (w)

Sofas with roofs; adding even
more acoustic properties

Dimensions
Sofa/chair with roof:

1800mm (h)
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Frank

As mentioned further back, Frank is a complete seating system solution, offering 3
different height backs with arms of the same height that can be added to the right or
left hand side, making this a most flexible system; if you need assistance, just send
us your drawing and we’ll work it out for you.

Dimensions
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Small:

1600mm (w) x 700mm (d)

Medium:

1800mm (w) x 700mm (d)

Large:

2000mm (w) x 700mm (d)

Large with roof:

2000mm (w) x 700mm (d)

All Frank sofas available in three
standard heights: 800mm, 1075mm
and 1350mm. Frank with a roof
measures 1800mm high.
Wecan makethe sides and backs in
any height to suit the job,too.

As you can see, Frank also serves as booth seating, open and enclosed, which is
perfect for quiet work spaces, meetings or group presentations.

Frank with roof measures
1800mm high
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Sienna

Sienna is a sofa and comfortable range of modular seating that can be linked
together to form long runs or corners with and without arms. Perfect for receptions
and communal areas and available in matching individual chair and sofa.

Dimensions
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Chair without arms:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

2 seat sofa without arms:

1600mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

3 seat sofa without arms:

2400mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

Corner unit:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

Dimensions
Chair with arms:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

2 seat sofa with arms:

1600mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

3 seat sofa with arms:

2400mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)

End unit:

800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 680mm (h)
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Constance

Constance is a newdesign, with the same potential as Frank, in that it is available in three
heights, both on straight and curved modules. It features a buttoned seat and a 200mm high
sled base. Weare happy to makethese in any size to suit anyspace.

Dimensions
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Straight unit:

1500mm (w) x 550mm (d)

Curved unit inner:

2100mm (w) x 550mm (d)

Curved unit outer:

2100mm (w) x 550mm (d)

Quad

3000mm outer (dia)

Constance sofas are available in three
standard heights: 750mm, 1050mm
and 1350mm.

We can also build the base to the floor if
required.
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A bit about
us...

Citrus Seating is a design-led manufacturer of quality, contemporary soft seating for Office, Education, Hospitality and Retail Interiors. Our furniture is designed to
form innovative, flexible work and break-out spaces that stimulate creativity and enhance productivity within commercial and educational environments.
Based in the Cotswolds with offices in Cheltenham, we are centrally located to deliver our products nationally. All our furniture is made in-house by our small
team of professionally qualified designers, so if you’d like a special size or a detail changed, we’ll build it for you. Our fully bespoke service means that we will
build furniture to your exact requirements, freestanding or fitted and installed into specific areas andspaces.
Citrus Seating aims to please and to build good, strong relationships with its customers - weare the company that likes to say YES.

Frank - Uni
Seating

Suzy - Dentist
Reception
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Percy - Breakout
Room

Unity - Office
Space

Hugo - Reception Space

Hugo - Training
Area

Frank - Hospital
Area

Dorothy Teaching
Room
Peter - Office
Space

Frank - Bank
Refectory

Thomas - School
Reception

Spaces
designed
to spark
discussion
, creation
&
imagination

Frank - Meeting Area

Hugo - Office
Space

Unity - Office Space

Peter - Office
Breakout

Dinah - Eating Space
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Pods and Booths
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Peter

The Peter Pods comein a variety of variations; designed to quietly house different groups of
people for meetings or discussions. The screen height is always 1200mm and the shells
feature a 60mm edge detail that we can cover in a contrasting colour as shown.
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Penelope

Penelope is a high back chair designed to cut-out ambient noise
which creates a quiet space for focus and concentration. Onbutton
glides as standard but also available on a swivel disc base.

Dimensions
Chair:

600mm (w) x 650mm (d) x 1200mm (h)
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Dinah

Dinah is a banqueting style seating system. Wemakethe seat widths in a choice of five sizes
and so far we’ve madethe back height in 1080mm and 1500mm as standards. Wecan vary the
base too as it is available in various lengths of plinth, direct to the floor on button glides or on
metal legs to allow easy access for cleaning underneath.

Dimensions
1200mm (w) x 650mm (d)
1400mm (w) x 650mm (d)
1600mm (w) x 650mm (d)
1800mm (w) x 650mm (d)
2400mm (w) x 650mm (d)
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Dinah sofas are available in two
standard heights: 1080mm or1500mm.
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Betty

Betty Booths are completely free-standing, well-appointed booth bays, with or without a back wall. They
have ceilings with LED lighting and padding and upholstered walls, which creates the perfect space for
meetings, discussions or a private workspace. They are 2000mm wide, 2200mm high, and can be made
to accommodate up to 10 people in depth. Ideal back-to-back as a whole run of units.

Dimensions
4 person booth:
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2000mm (w) x 2000mm (d) x 2200mm (h)
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Robin

Robin creates an individual quiet space by uniquely utilising an existing
desk. It is constructed using laminated ply panels to the exterior and is
beautifully upholstered inside using Camira Blazer quilted fabric.

Dimensions
Work space:
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900mm (w) x 1100mm (d) x 1500mm (h)

Shelly

This fully upholstered booth serves as a private space to sit or stand and
maketelephone calls.

Dimensions
Phone booth:

1100mm (w) x 900mm (d) x 2300mm (h)
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Steps
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1800m
m

Stephanie

Stephanie is a tiered seating system, constructed in 2000mm wide modules that are bolted together on site. The whole unit is
carpeted using a cloud9 underlay system and carpet for maximum comfort without using multiple scatter cushions although, these can be madeand supplied if required. This is a flexible system, perfect for small auditoriums, classrooms and
halls, with the ability to design to fit your unique space. Achoice of Carpet and Fabric colours are available.

Dimensions
Single unit:

2100mm (w) x 1600mm (d) x 1800mm (h)

Double unit:

4100mm (w) x 1600mm (d) x 1800mm (h)
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Walls
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Wallace

Wallace mobile walling system provide acoustic protection to create dynamic areas.
These utilise hidden heavy duty castors and are very stable. Perfect for breaking up
large open plan spaces; ideal for reception partition or meeting spaces. Can be made in
any size within transportation and location constraints.

Dimensions
Small square:

1200mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 1200mm (h)

Large rectangle:

1200mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 1500mm (h)

Small trapezium:

2400mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 1200mm rising to 1500mm (h)

Large trapezium:

2400mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 1500mm rising to 2000mm (h)
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Benches,
Stools &
Tables
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Harry

Suzy

Harry is a newbench and back system, which can incorporate arm
and table modules if required. The units can be bolted together
discreetly to create interesting seating areas, either backing onto
walls or forming island units in large, open plan spaces.

Dimensions

Suzy is an extremely reasonably priced bench seating system that is ideal
for waiting areas, small meeting rooms or reception rooms. It is available
either with, or without arm rests to enable you to create one long bench, or
small, separate seats. Feet are available in timber or metal.

Dimensions

Straight module:

1800mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 700mm (h)

Curved module:

Based on a 3000mm (dia)

Quad module:

600mm (r)

Straight module: 1800mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 790mm (h)
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Lucy

Anthony

Lucy is a simple, fully upholstered bench for perfect for resting
oneself on and resting ones laptop or tablet on,too.

Dimensions

Dimensions
Bench:
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Anthony is a new,simple and relatively inexpensive bench that can be used
in umpteen areas and spaces. Wecan upholster Anthony in plain, coloured
fabric or stitch together up to six plain colours to create an interesting and
unique design in any size up to 2400mm long.

1800mm (w) x 570mm (d) x 570mm (h)

Bench:

1800mm (w) x 300mm (d) x 410mm (h)

Dorothy

Dorothy comprises of a variety of colourful shapes for sitting on. They are beautifully upholstered,
comfortable and fit for purpose. They are supplied on button glides as standard.

Dimensions
Stool:

450mm (dia) x 500mm (h)

Treble:

1500mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 500mm (h)

Cube:

500mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 500mm (h)

Half Circle:

1000mm (dia)

Double:

1000mm (w) x 500mm (d) x 500mm (h)

Quater Circle:

1000mm (dia)
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Kitty

Kitty is a kit of parts. There are 11 different pieces of furniture, originally designed and built specifically for students, so that they could movethe pieces about
and create their ownspaces for work groups and project discussions. Obviously, not only students can take advantage of these pieces - wecan make the
individual components for any purpose or application!

Dimensions
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Drum Stool:

450mm (dia) x 500mm (d)

Poser Table:

600mm (dia) x 900mm (d)

Drum Stool:

450mm (dia) x 700mm (d)

Coffee Table:

500mm2

Stool:

700mm (dia) x 500mm (d)

Laptop Table:

500mm2

Dining Table:

700mm (dia) x 730mm (d)

Screen:

2x 400mm x 1500mm angled blades

Bench:

2000mm (w) 600mm (d) x 450mm (h)

Bench w/back:

2000mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 850mm (h)

Media Station:

1600mm (w) x 1000mm (d) x 1600mm (h)

Table Height:

800mm (w) x 850mm (h)
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Teresa

Herbert

Teresa is a three-pronged bench system. Each prong is 1500mm long
and 400mm wide. It is ideal as a meeting or working hub when used
alongside small tables.

Dimensions

Dimensions

Prong:

1500mm (w) x 400mm (d) x 440mm (h)

Kink Link (l/r):

850mm (w) x 400mm (d) x 440mm (h)

can be fitted with a table top if
preferred
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Stylish bench featuring curved details and steel powder coatedlegs.

Bench:

2000mm (w) 550mm (d) x 400mm (h)

Simon

Petal

Simon is our only stool design so far. The steel frames can be
chromed or powder coated and the upholstered seat is available in
any shape you’d like - moon,star, oval, square.

Petal is an elegant petal or saddle shaped stool on castors, allowing
easy movementinto different spaces. Ideal for busy, open plan offices
where seating needs to be handy andconvenient.

Dimensions

Dimensions

Oval/Round

360mm2x 740mm (h)

Stool:

500mm (w) x 350mm (d) x 450mm (h)
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Bob

Bob is a timber bench system of four parts. Ahigh table, a refrectory bar table, a dining height table
and a deep bench stool. They are all constructed from solid, polished light oak madein a traditional
way,with the option of an oak top or matching laminate top to minimise wear andtear.

Dimensions
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High Table:

1800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 910mm (h)

Half Height Table:

1800mm (w) x 400mm (d) x 910mm (h)

Standard Height:

1800mm (w) x 800mm (d) x 720mm (h)

Bench:

1800mm (w) x 300mm (d) x 440mm (h)

Abel

Crystal

These tables comein a variety of sizes and stem heights. The bases are
powder coated in silver, but wecan finish them in any preferred RAL colour.
The tops, again, can be anything you like - from real timber to timber veneer,
laminate or MFCon a substrate of MDFor Ply.

Dimensions
Standard Bases:

Crystal is an elegant yet functional glass-topped table that sits
on a steel tube base. This can be powder coated or chromed to
your preference.

Dimensions
Sizes to suit your requirements

In-house madetops, in any size and any finish as requested

Square:

600mm (w) 600mm (d) x 460mm(h)

Square:

800mm (w) 800mm (d) x 460mm(h)

Square:

1000mm (w) 1000mm (d) x 460mm(h)

Square

1200mm (w) 1200mm (d) x 460mm(h)

Rectangle:

1200mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 460mm (h)
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Algernon

This is a perfect occasional table. A6mmtoughened glass top
finished with a polished aluminium stem and a polished aluminium
circular base.

Dimensions
Standard Unit:
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Louise

Minimalist, elegant table finished in birch ply; available in any size
to suit your requirements.

Dimensions
500mm (dia) x 720mm (h)

Coffee table:

1200mm (w) 600mm (d) x 450mm (h)

Layouts and visuals

Because weare designers as well as manufacturers,
weoffer our customers a free Space Planning and CGI
Visualisation Service, in order to help you convey the
proposal toothers

Margolis Office Interiors Ltd,
341 Euston Road, London NW1 3AD
Freephone: 0800 660670
Phone: 020 7387 8217
Email: info@margolisfurniture.co.uk
Web: www.margolisfurniture.co.uk

